YOU WANT TO MAKE CLIMATE-NEUTRAL TRANSPORTATION POSSIBLE?
Together with the founding partners Sunfire, Climeworks, Paul Wurth and Valinor, Norsk e-Fuel exists to make
transportation renewable. Through the development of a unique hydrogen-based Power-to-Liquid production
pathway, we substitute fossil crude oil by converting CO2, water and 100 % Norwegian renewable electricity
into renewable fuel. Be part of the 21st centuries energy revolution and join us on our mission as

LEGAL COUNSEL (M/F/D)
OSLO/DRESDEN/REMOTE | STARTING DATE 01.04.2021 | FULLTIME OR PART-TIME | 3 YEARS
EXPERIENCE

Your main tasks:
׀
׀
׀
׀
׀
׀
׀

Main responsibility for in-house legal matters and result-oriented advice to management on legal
issues relevant to the company
Comprehensive advice and assessment on issues with special focus on corporate, commercial and
contract law, also in an international context
Accompanying, participating in, and managing transaction projects in all phases, such as duediligence processes
Comprehensive contract drafting, negotiation and review in English in both Norwegian national and
international law
Coordination of cooperation, communication and management of external law firms and legal
departments
Internal contact person for all corporate departments in all legal matters of the company
Collaboration with legal departments of Norsk e-Fuel founding companies

Your profile:
׀
׀
׀
׀
׀
׀

Fully qualified lawyer with focus on Norwegian law
Minimum 3 years of relevant professional experience in an international commercial law firm and/or
legal department of a large company - preferably in the energy industry
Extensive experience in contract negotiation, review and drafting
Ability to act in highly dynamic and competitive market environments without losing focus on
economic reasonability
Transaction experience on financing rounds
Strong and determined negotiation skills in English and Norwegian
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Future-oriented personality with a dedication for renewable energy
Experience in early-stage company building beneficial

We offer:
׀
׀
׀
׀
׀
׀
׀
׀

The opportunity to fundamentally tackle climate change by decarbonizing hard-to-electrify
industries
Working on the forefront of the exciting and upcoming PtL economy
Close collaboration with market and technology leaders in the field of Direct-Air-Capture, HighTemperature Electrolysis and Plant Building
Shaping the foundation of new departments and structures
Flexible, team-driven, and supportive atmosphere with colleagues in different locations
Working-space in Oslo- and Dresden-area with the possibility for remote work
The possibility of local or remote onboarding
Flexible working hours and 30 days of vacation

Please send your application to career@norsk-e-fuel.com including:
׀
׀
׀

Cover letter & CV
Expected salary
Earliest starting date

Please note that the given e-mail address is a distributor with several recipients.
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